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Boston Symphony Orchestra

CHARLES MUNCH, Music Director

Special International Concert

in honor of

WORLD TRADE WEEK

WEDNESDAY EVENING, April 15, a^ 8:30 o'clock

Mozart Symphony in D major, No. 35, "Haffner," K. 385

I. Allegro con spirito

II. Andante

III. Minuetto

IV. Presto

Debussy *"La Mer," Three Orchestral Sketches

I. De I'aube k midi sur la mer

II. Jeux de vagues

III. Dialogue du vent et de la mer

INTERMISSION

Brahms *Symphony No. 2, in D major. Op. 73
I. Allegro non troppo

II. Adagio non troppo

III. Allegretto grazioso, quasi andantino

IV. Allegro con spirito

BALDWIN PIANO *RCA VICTOR RECORDS
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The

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TPHE passage of seventy-eight years, a good many for an

orchestra, invites reminiscence. In Boston, in 1881, the

literary and graphic arts were avidly cultivated. Music still

lagged, as everywhere in America, and Boston depended upon

the efforts of zealous amateurs. One of these was Henry L.

Higginson who found a way to alter the situation.

When, in 1857, Mr. Higginson was studying music in

Vienna, his father wrote him from Boston, speaking as an en-

lightened banker, that it was possible to "make an imperish-

able capital in education." The son carried the idea a good

deal further. He endeavored to make an "imperishable capi-

tal" in music. He proceeded to build a treasure such as his

country had never known—a symphony orchestra with stand-

ards which at that time only Central Europe possessed. This

was no case of the nineteenth-century millionaire who poured

his surplus into some good deed: Mr Higginson finally left

no fortune except the orchestra a fortune had made.

He engaged such conductors as Georg Henschel, Arthur

Nikisch, Wilhelm Gericke, and Karl Muck, under whose lead-

ership the orchestra became the finest in the country.

The First World War brought the end of an era. The
Orchestra became what all orchestras had to be—a public

trust, the property of the community it served.

Pierre Monteux was engaged and after him (in 1924)

Serge Koussevitzky, who was the conductor for 25 years. Under
his hand the performances of the Boston Symphony Orchestra

[61



became legendary. No longer a lone eminence, the Orchestra

remained a model of symphonic virtuosity.

Charles Munch, when he came to the Orchestra in the

autumn of 1949, was one of the foremost musicians in France

and had been the conductor of four orchestras in Paris. He

is now completing his tenth year as Music Director. Under

Dr. Munch's inspired direction, the concerts, as far west as

our Pacific Coast and as far east as Soviet Russia, have be-

come a byword of the highest expressive beauty in symphonic

art.

Altogether the activities of the Orchestra cover all but

seven weeks of the year, from October to mid-August, and

offer some 220 concerts, with the winter season of 30 weeks,

9 weeks of the Boston Pops concerts under Arthur Fiedler, 3

weeks of free concerts under Mr. Fiedler on the open-air Es-

planade in Boston, and 6 weeks of the Berkshire Festival at

Tanglewood, the Orchestra's summer home in the western

part of Massachusetts. There, more than 100,000 people come
to hear the Orchestra, and some 400 students gather from

all over the world to study at the Orchestra's summer school,

the Berkshire Music Center.

The Boston Symphony Orchestra goes far toward carry-

ing out Mr. Higginson's intention—to provide the best in sym-

phonic music, at the highest standard of performance, for as

many listeners as possible.

a-)
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SYMPHONY IN D MAJOR ("Haffner"), K. No. 385

By Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Bom at Salzburg, January 27, 1756; died at Vienna, December 5, 1791

This symphony was composed in July, 1782, as a serenade, and shortly performed

as such in Salzburg. The music revised as a symphony in four movements was

played at a concert given by Mozart in Vienna, March 22, 1783.

It is scored for 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 2 horns, 2 trumpets,

timpani, and strings.

"This symphony," wrote Philip Hale, "was played in Boston at concerts of the

Orchestral Union, December 21, 1859, and May 1, 1861. No doubt there were

earlier performances."

SOMETIMES composers have by chance left a written record of their

progress in the composing of a particular work, and the attendant

circumstances. The information can be illuminating; in the case of the

"HaflEner** Symphony, as referred to in Mozart's letters to his father,

it is astonishing. This important score, which succeeding generations

have cherished as a little masterpiece in its kind, would appear to have

been the merest routine "job," undertaken grudgingly in a few hasty

hours between more important matters.

In addition to this, an observation in a letter from Mozart to his

father about this Symphony throws a remarkable light on the unreten-

tiveness of his memory about his own music. We have constant evidence

that he composed easily, rapidly, and altered little. The "Haffner" Sym-

phony, in its original form as a serenade in six movements, he com-

posed under pressure in the space of two weeks, a time crowded with

obligations, including other music and his own weddingi Six months

later, when he had decided to turn the score into a symphony for a

sudden need, he opened the package sent by his father, and found that

he had quite forgotten what he had composed. "The new Haffner

Symphony has astonished me," he wrote his father, "for I no longer

remembered a word of it ^ich wusste kein Wort mehr davon*]; it must

be very effective."

When Sigmund Haffner, Mozart's fellow townsman in Salzburg,

needed a serenade for a special festivity, probably the occasion of his

ennoblement, he applied to Leopold who promptly wrote to his son in

Vienna urging him to supply one. This was a second commission from

the Burgermeister, a prosperous first citizen of Salzburg who, it is hoped,

paid Mozart generously. (The "Siegmund Haffner Strasse" still cuts

across the old town.) Mozart had written what later became known as

the "Haffner" Serenade as long before as 1776, for the wedding of

Haffner's daughter, Elisabeth. He received the request for a new

serenade in July, 1782, when he was pressed by duties. He was hurrying

to finish an arrangement of Die Entfiihrung for wind orchestra, that

(8]
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opera having been first produced on the sixteenth of the same month.
He was at work on his Serenade in C minor for wind octet (the "Nacht-

musique" K. 388), but nothing could have been less appropriate for

Haffner's party than that sombre piece. Mozart, always obliging, stole

time to put a new serenade together, sent the first movement, and
managed to follow it with a slow movement, two minuets, and the

finale. There was another pre-occupation — his marriage. There was

still a missing number: the march. He managed to send it along on
August 7 when he was a bridegroom of three days.

Two years later, needing a popular symphony for Vienna, he asked

his father to send back four of the movements (including only one of

the minuets), which would pass perfectly well as a symphony. It was

when he received the manuscript in the post that he was surprised to

find that he had forgotten "every note of it," a remarkable evidence

that he could write timeless music even in a state of harassment with

other matters. He liked his forgotten child on second acquaintance,

added clarinet and flute parts, and felt that it would "go well." And
so it did — it was loudly applauded in Vienna, and repeated. He had

remarked to his father that the first movement should "strike real fire,"^

and that the last should go "as quickly as possible." What he meant

was that the first movement had the "recht jeuerig'* grandiloquence to

suit a big party — its opening broad proclamation and the quieter notes

in march rhythm which complete the phrase furnish most of the move-

ment. The presto was wit through speed. "So geschwind als es moglich

ist" meant as fast as the Salzburg basses could manage its running

figure. This is party music. The minuet has the old elegance, the slow

andante has "grazioso" qualities in dotted rhythms. Mozart could at

any time write to catch the lay ear. Yet this Symphony has a right to

its title and does not deserve to be condescended to as it sometimes has.

It is a true product of the Mozart of 1782. It is really symphonic, it

turns up a profusion of happy musical thoughts. It is fully worthy of

the composer of Die Entfuhrung,
[copyrighted]

"THE SEA" (Three Orchestral Sketches)

By Claude Debussy

Born at Saint-Germain (Seine-et-Oise), France, August 22, 1862;
• died at Paris, March 25, 1918

It was in the years 1903-05 that Debussy composed "La Mer" It was first

performed at the Concerts Lamoureux in Paris, October 15, 1905. The first per-

formance at the Boston Symphony concerts was on March 2, 1907, Dr. Karl Muck
conductor (this was also the first performance in the United States).

"La Mer" is scored for piccolo, 2 flutes, 2 oboes, English horn, 2 clarinets, 3
bassoons, double bassoon, 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 2 cornets-d-pistons, 3 trombones,
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tuba, cymbals, triangle, tam-tam, glockenspiel (or celesta), timpani, bass drum,
2 harps, and strings.

Debussy made a considerable revision of the score, which was published in 1909.

T X THEN Debussy composed "La Mer: Trois esquisses symphoniques,"

^ '^ he was secure in his fame, the most argued composer in France,

and, to his annoyance, the most imitated. "UApr^s-midi d'un Faune**

of 1894 and the Nocturnes of 1898 were almost classics, and the first

performance of ''Pelleas et Mdlisande'* was a recent event (1902).

Piano, chamber works, songs were to follow "La Mer" with some

regularity; of larger works the three orchestral "Images" were to

occupy him for the next six years. "Le Martyr de St. Sebastien" was

written in 1911; "Jeux" in 1912.

In a preliminary draft* of "La Mer," Debussy labeled the first move-

ment "Mer belle aux lies Sanguinaires"; he was attracted probably by

the sound of the words, for he was not familiar with Corsican scenery.

The title "Jeux de Vagues" he kept; the finale was originally headed

"Le Vent fait danser la mer"
There could be no denying Debussy's passion for the sea: he fre-

quently visited the coast resorts, spoke and wrote with constant enthu-

siasm about "my old friend the sea, always innumerable and beautiful."

He often recalled his impressions of the Mediterranean at Cannes,

where he spent boyhood days. It is worth noting, however, that

Debussy did not seek the seashore while at work upon his "La Mer"
His score was with him at Dieppe, in 1904, but most of it was written

in Paris, a milieu which he chose, if the report of a chance remark is

trustworthy, "because the sight of the sea itself fascinated him to such

a degree that it paralyzed his creative faculties." When he went to the

country in the summer of 1903, two years before the completion of

"La Mer" it was not the shore, but the hills of Burgundy, whence he

wrote to his friend Andr^ Messager (September 12): "You may not

know that I was destined for a sailor's life and that it was only quite

by chance that fate led me in another direction. But I have always

retained a passionate love for her [the sea]. You will say that the

Ocean does not exactly wash the Burgundian hillsides — and my
seascapes might be studio landscapes; but I have an endless store of

memories, and to my mind they are worth more than the reality,

whose beauty often deadens thought."

Debussy's deliberate remoteness from reality, consistent with his

cultivation of a set and conscious style, may have drawn him from salty

actuality to the curling lines, the rich detail and balanced symmetry of

Hokusai's "The Wave." In any case, he had the famous print repro-

duced upon the cover of his score. His love for Japanese art tempted

him to purchases which in his modest student days were a strain upon

• This draft, dated "Sunday, March 5 at six o'clock in the evening," is in present possession

of the Eastman School of Music at Rochester.
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his purse. His piano piece, "Poissons d*or," of 1907, was named from

a piece of lacquer in his possession.

What other writers deplored in Debussy's new score when it was new,

M. D. Calvocoressi, who was then among the Parisian critics, welcomed
as "a new phase in M. Debussy's evolution; the inspiration is more
robust, the colors are stronger, the lines more definite." Louis Laloy,

who was always Debussy's prime rhapsodist, wrote in the same vein.

Until that time his music had been "an art made up of suggestions,

nuances, allusions, an evocative art which awoke in the hearer's soul

echoes of thoughts that were not merely vague, but intentionally incom-

plete; an art capable of creating delightful impressionistic pictures out

of atmospheric vibrations and effects of light, almost without any visible

lines or substance. Without in any way abandoning this delicate sensi-

tiveness, which is perhaps unequalled in the world of art, his style has

today become concise, decided, positive, complete; in a word, classical."

It would be hard to think of a score more elusive than "La Mer"
to minute analysis. The cyclic unity of the suite is cemented by the

recurrence in the last movement of the theme in the first, heard after

the introductory measures from the muted trumpet and English horn.

A theme for brass, also in the opening sketch, becomes an integral

part of the final peroration. Music to set the imagination aflame, it

induced from the pen of Lawrence Gilman one of his most evocative

word pictures:

"Debussy had what Sir Thomas Browne would have called *a solitary

and retired imagination.' So, when he essays to depict in his music such
things as dawn and noon at sea, sport of the waves, gales and surges and
far horizons, he is less the poet and painter than the spiritual mystic.

It is not chiefly of those aspects of winds and waters that he is telling

us, but of the changing phases of a sea of dreams, a chimerical sea, a

thing of strange visions and stranger voices, of fantastic colors and
incalculable winds — a phantasmagoria of the spirit, rife with evanes-

cent shapes and presences that are at times sunlit and dazzling. It is a

spectacle perceived as in a trance, vaguely yet rhapsodically. There is a

sea which has its shifting and lucent surfaces, which even shimmers and
traditionally mocks. But it is a sea that is shut away from too curious

an inspection, to whose murmurs or imperious command not many
have wished or needed to pay heed.

"Yet, beneath these elusive and mysterious overtones, the reality of

the living se^ persists: the immemorial fascination lures and enthralls

and terrifies; so that we are almost tempted to fancy that the two are,

after all, identical — the ocean that seems an actuality of wet winds and
tossing spray and inexorable depths and reaches, and that uncharted

and haunted and incredible sea which opens before the magic case-

ments of the dreaming mind."

[copyrighted]
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SYMPHONY NO. 2, IN D MAJOR, Op. 7.^

By Johannes Brahms

Born in Hamburg, May 7, 1833; died in Vienna, April 3, 1897

The Second Symphony was composed in 1877, ^^^ fi^s' performed in Vienna on

December 30 of the same year. A performance followed at Leipzig on January 10,

1878, Brahms conducting. Joachim conducted it at the Rhine Festival in Diisseldorf,

and the composer led the symphony in his native Hamburg, in the same year.

France first heard it at a popular concert in Paris, November 21, 1880. The first

American performance was given by Theodore Thomas in New York, October 3,

1878. The Harvard Musical Association introduced it to Boston on January 9, 1879.

It was then that John S, Dwight committed himself to the much quoted opinion

that "Sterndale Bennett could have written a better symphony." Georg Henschel

included this symphony in the orchestra's first season (February 24, 1882)

.

The orchestration: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 4 horns, 2 trumpets,

3 trombones, tuba, timpani, strings.

T OOKING back over the eighty years which have passed since Brahms*
-*—

' Second Symphony was performed for the first time, one finds good

support for the proposition that music found disturbingly "modern"

today can become universally popular tomorrow. This symphony,

surely the most consistently melodious, the most thoroughly engaging

of the four, was once rejected by its hearers as a disagreeable concoc-

tion of the intellect, by all means to be avoided.

In Leipzig, when the Second Symphony was introduced in 1880, even

Dorffel, the most pro-Brahms of the critics there, put it down as "not

distinguished by inventive power"! It was a time of considerable anti-

Brahms agitation in Central Europe, not unconnected with the Brahms-

versus-Wagner feud. There were also repercussions in America. When
in the first season of the Boston Symphony Orchestra (February 24,

1882) Georg Henschel conducted the Second Symphony, the critics fell

upon it to a man. They respected Mr. Henschel's authority in the

matter because he was an intimate friend of Brahms. For Brahms they

showed no respect at all. The Transcript called it "wearisome,"

"turgid"; the Traveler, "evil-sounding," "artificial," lacking "a sense of

the beautiful," an "unmitigated bore." The Post called it "as cold-

blooded a composition, so to speak, as was ever created." The critic of

the Traveler made the only remark one can promptly agree with: "If

Brahms really had anything to say in it, we have not the faintest idea

what it is." This appalling blindness to beauty should not be held

against Boston in particular, for although a good part of the audience

made a bewildered departure after the second movement, the coura-

geous believers in Mr. Henschel's good intentions remained to the end,

and from these there was soon to develop a devout and determined type

known as the "Boston Brahmin." New York was no more enlightened,

to judge by this astonishing suggestion in the Post of that city (in
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November, 1887): "The greater part of the Symphony was antiquated

before it was written. Why not play instead Rubinstein's Dramatic

Symphony, which is shamefully neglected here and any one movement
of which contains more evidence of genius than all of Brahms' sym-

phonies put together?"

Many years had to pass before people would exactly reverse their

opinion and look upon Brahms' Second for what it is — bright-hued

throughout, every theme singing smoothly and easily, every develop-

ment both deftly integrated and effortless, a masterpiece of delicate

tonal poetry in beautiful articulation. To these qualities the world at

large long remained strangely impervious, and another legend grew up:

Brahms' music was "obscure," "intellectual," to be apprehended only

by the chosen few.

What the early revilers of Brahms failed to understand was that the

"obscurity" they so often attributed to him really lay in their own non-

comprehending selves. Their jaws would have dropped could they

have known that these "obscure" symphonies would one day become

(next to Beethoven's) the most generally beloved — the most enduringly

popular of all.

Brahms' mystifications and occasional heavy pleasantries in his

letters to his friends about an uncompleted or unperformed score

show more than the natural reticence and uncommunicativeness of

the composer. A symphony still being worked out was a sensitive

subject, for its maker was still weighing and doubting. It was to be,

of course, an intimate emotional revelation which when heard would

certainly become the object of hostile scrutiny by the opposing fac-

tions. Brahms' closest friends dared not probe the privacy of his

creative progress upon anything so important as a new symphony.

They were grateful for what he might show them, and usually had

to be content with hints, sometimes deliberately misleading.

Brahms almost gave away the secret of his Second Symphony when,

in 1877, he wrote to Hanslick from Portschach on the Worthersee,

where he was summering and, of course, composing. He mentioned that

he had in hand a "cheerful and likable" ["heiter and lieblich'*] sym-

phony. "It is no work of art, you will say — Brahms is a sly one. The
Worthersee is virgin soil where so many melodies are flying about

that it's hard not to step on them." And he wrote to the more in-

quisitive Dr. Billroth in September: "I don't know whether I have a

pretty symphony or not — I must inquire of skilled persons" (another

jab at the academic critics) . When Brahms visited Clara Schumann in

her pleasant summer quarters in Lichtenthal near Baden-Baden on

September 17, 1877, Clara found him "in a good mood" and "delighted

with this summer resort." He had "in his head at least," so she reported
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in a letter to their friend Hermann Levi, "a new symphony in D major
— the first movement is written down." On October 3, he played to

her the first movement and part of the last. In her diary she expressed

her delight and wrote that the first movement was more skillfully

contrived [in der Erfindung bedeutender] than the opening move-

ment of the First, and prophesied: "He will have an even more strik-

ing public success than with the First, much as we musicians admire

the genius and wonderful workmanship" of that score. When Frau

Schumann and her children were driven from Lichtenthal by the

autumn chill, Brahms remained to complete his score.

In Vienna in December the Symphony was given the usual ritual of

being read from a none-too-legible four-hand arrangement by Brahms.

He and Ignaz Briill played it in the piano warerooms of Friedrich

Ehrbar. C. F. Pohl attended the rehearsals of the Vienna Philhar-

monic and reported to the publisher, Simrock, (December 27) : "On
Monday Brahms' new Symphony had its first rehearsal; today is the

second. The work is splendid and will have a quick success. A da

capo [an encore] for the third movement is in the bag [in der Tasche].'*

And three days later: "Thursday's rehearsal was the second, yesterday's

was the final rehearsal. Richter has taken great pains in preparing it

and today he conducts. It is a magnificent work that Brahms is giv-

ing to the world and making accessible to all. Each movement is gold,

and the four together comprise a notable whole. It brims with life

and strength, deep feeling and charm. Such things are made only

in the country, in the midst of nature. I shall add a word about the

result of the performance which takes place in half an hour. [Decem-

ber 30, 1877.]

"It has happened I Model execution, warmest reception. 3rd move-
ment (Allegretto) da capo, encore demanded. The duration of the

movements 19, 11, 5, 8 minutes.* Only the Adagio did not convey its

expressive content, and remains nevertheless the most treasurable

movement."

If Brahms as a symphonist had conquered Vienna, as the press

reports plainly showed, his standing in Leipzig was not appreciably

raised by the second performance which took place at the Gewandhaus

on June 10. Brahms had yet to win conservative Leipzig which had

praised his First Symphony, but which had sat before his D Minor
Piano Concerto in frigid silence. Florence May, Brahms pupil and

biographer, reports of the Leipzig concert that "the audience main-

tained an attitude of polite cordiality throughout the performance of

the Symphony, courteously applauding between the movements and

* This shows the first two movements as far slower than any present-day practice. A
timiner of a Boston performance under Dr. Munch is as follows: 14^^, 8, 5, 9. However,
Richter may have repeated the exposition of the first movement, a custom now usually

omitted.
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recalling the master at the end." But courteous applause and polite

recalls were surely an insufficient answer to the challenge of such

a musici **The most favorable of the press notices," continues Miss

May, "damned the work with faint praise," and even Dorffel, the most

Brahrasian of them wrote: "The Viennese are much more easily

satisfied than we. We make different demands on Brahms and require

from his music something which is more than pretty and 'very pretty'

when he comes before us as a symphonist." This music, he decided,

was not "distinguished by inventive power," it did not live up to

the writer's "expectations" of Brahms. Dorffel, like Hanslick, had

praised Brahms' First Symphony for following worthily in Beethoven's

footsteps, while others derided him for daring to do so. Now Dorffel

was disappointed to miss the Beethovenian drive. This was the sort

of talk Brahms may have had in mind when he wrote to Billroth that

the Symphony must await the verdict of the experts, the "gescheite

Leute"

Considering the immediate success of the Second Symphony in

other German cities, it is hard to believe that Leipzig and Herr

Dorffel could have been so completely obtuse to what was more than

"prettiness" in the Symphony, to its "inventive power," now so

apparent to all, had the performance been adequate. But Brahms,

who conducted at Leipzig, was not Richter, and the Orchestra plainly

did not give him its best. Frau Herzogenberg who was present wrote

in distress to her friend. Bertha Farber, in Vienna that the trombones

were painfully at odds in the first movement, the horns in the second

until Brahms somehow brought them together. Brahms, she said,

did not trouble himself to court the favor of the Leipzig public. He
offered neither the smoothness of a Hiller nor the "interesting"

personality of an Anton Rubinstein. Every schoolgirl, to the indigna-

tion of this gentle lady, felt privileged to criticize him right and left.

All of which prompts the reflection that many a masterpiece has

been clouded and obscured by a poor first performance, the more

so in the early days when conducting had not developed into a

profession and an excellent orchestra was a true rarity. When
music unknown is also disturbingly novel, when delicacy of detail

and full-rounded beauty of line and design are not apprehended by

the performers, struggling with manuscript parts, when the Stimmung

is missed by all concerned, including in some cases the conductor

himself, then it is more often than not the composer who is found
wanting.

[copywchted]
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RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTS BY
THE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

The following stations are broadcasting Boston Symphony
concerts on a live, sustaining basis, as of the present date:

Friday Afternoon Series

WGBH-FM, Cambridge W AMC-FM, Albany

Saturday Evening Series

WGBH-FM, Cambridge WCRB-AM-FM, Walthan

WOXRAM-FM, New York

Also the WQXR Network consisting of stations in New York State ai

follows: Wethersfield, Bristol Center, Ithaca, DeRuyter, Cherry Valley,

Niagara Falls, Olean, Troy, Utica, Binghamton, Jamestown.

Sunday Afternoon Series

WXHR.FM, Cambridge

Tuesday Cambridge Series

WGBH-FM.TV. Cambridge WEDK-FM. Springfield

WAMC-FM, Albany

TRANSCRIBED BROADCASTS
In addition to these live, sustaining broadcasts, transcrip-

tions are being made for delayed commercial broadcast.

The Friday and Saturday programs will be presented and,

beginning with June, Pops programs of 1959.

WBCN, Boston, Mass. (Monday evenings) WFMT, Chicago, 111.

WBCN, Boston, Mass. I Stereophonically on WFMR, Milwaukee, Wise.

WGBH, Boston, Mass. /Friday evenings KAFE, San Francisco, Cal.

WXCN, Providence, R. I. KCBH, Los Angeles, Cal.

WHCN, Hartford, Conn. KEFM, Oklahoma City, Okla.

WKRC-FM, Cincinnati, Ohio WGMS, Washington, D. C.

KCFM, St. Louis, Mo.
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